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INTRODUCTION

One of the basic problems of group instrUction is that groups Invariably consist of a col-
lection of individuals. While groups are fine for such things as bridge games and
debating societies, they present a problerh for educators. The problem manifests itself
in the following fashion. In a class of, say, 30 students, some will learn more quickly
than the rest, some will learn at a moderate pace, and some will be slow. Even if all
students enter the class with no prior knoWledge of the subject, matter, they will soon
begin to differ with respect to their progress in the subject.and Become difficult to
teach Unfortunately. this phenomenon is not restricted to classes of 30; it works'
almost the same way with classes of 10, 20, or 50.

One method of addressing the problems ofgroup instruction is the mastery learning
theory developed by Benjamin Bloom and his students (11. 17, 19). In hi§..1968 work,
"Leapitg for Mastery," Bloom outlined the basic tenets of the theory. Sinbe the
appearance of that paper, over 100 others on mastery learnirig have been published in
journals or presented et4confere nces (72). and over 25 dissertations have investigated
mastery learning strategies. Meanwhile, mastery learning strategies have.been devel-
oped in disciplines ranging from physics(48) to-physical education (5) throughout the
United States and in many foreign countries (72).

In addition to gaining popularity, mastery leaining'has gained a variety of defini-
tions. In its most general usage, mastery learning can refer to any instructional strat-
egy that requires astudent to display expertise at a predetermined level; in its most
specific usage, it refers to the set of instructional strategies developed by Bloom. While
I will consider variations of the former usage in this paper. my primary focus will be on
Bloom's strategies.

The purkosehere is to present mastery learning theory for those who have not
looked at it closely before. Following a definition and a brief look at the various usages
of the term, the theoretical framework for mastery learning still be presented along
with operating procedures for/implementing_mastery leftining in a classroom. The
emerging field of mastery testing will be examined, and the research on mastery learn-
ing will be summarized.Finallysome of the implications of mastery learning for edtrt
cational Philosophy an,&practice will be discussed.

WHAT IS MASTERY LEARNING?

The question, posed in the heading irows'inore difficult to answer .almost daily. In
"Learnins for Mastery," Bloom outlined a set of instructional strategies for teaching
students in classroom settings. Very briefly:, Bloom included the following strategies:

'*$
1. The units or chapters in the course being taught are analyzed in order to develop

: tesis'for assessing student progress on a unit-by-unit basis (called formative tests). '
2. All students receive instruction on the initial unit.
3. All students are administered the formative test for that unit.
4. All students are informed of their specific weaknesses with respect to the unit and

are provided with alternative learning materials and assistance in order to reach a
predetermined level of mastery.*

5. The process begins again withlthe next unit,
6. At the end of the course, all students are graded by means of a test that covers the

A discussion of what "predetermined mastery levels" are and how to get them will be presented late?.

5,
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entire course and has fixed cutoffs for ail grades. This kind of test is called a crite-
rion-referenced summative test.**

Details of these strategies will be presented in a later section.
It is important to note that in Bloom's development'ormastery learning, the stu-

dents remain together in their instruction; in fact, instruction is initially presented in a
traditional group approach. It is the remediation of weaknesles that is individualized.

There have been a number of variations of this type of instruction which have been

called mastery learning approaches. Variations usually involve elimination of whole-

group instruction in favor' of individualized instruction. Perhaps the best known of

these systems is the Keller Personalized System of Instruction (PSI) (46) Undei.

Keller's system, students work individually on units, taking unit tests when they
believe they are ready They must reach a certain level of mastery on the test in order

to move to the-next unit. Final grades are based upon the number of units that are suc-

cessfully completed. Under the Keller system, there actually need.not be any instruc-

tion by the teacher in The traditional sense, beyond helping studdnts individually.*
Other modifications include testing on skills prior to instruction so that students who

already possess skills need not spend time on them. Various computer-assisted' in-
structional programs and other programtned materials have also fallen under the
rubric of mastery learning from .time to time.

What is common to all strategies called mastery learning is the requirement that
students display a particular level of expertise on a test of a skill or a unit before pro.--

ceeding to the next skill or unit. Beyond that commonality, the systems vary greatly.
This variety leaves those who wish to use the territin something of an'orthodoxy can-,

filet. Using the term to refer just to the strategies oped by Bloom is somewhat
limitingand it is not even used by Bloom in that fash ). On the other hand, if the

term is used for any strategy that fits the description receding -paragraph, then

mastery learning can simply mean highly individuali uction or instruction that

is group based.
. Since the term is used to refer to a variety of instructio methods, one should be
careful to find out what an author.who is using the term is writing about. In this paper

we will be primarily concerned with Bloom's work and will use mastery learning to

refer to Bloom's strategies and individualized mastery learning to refer to other

strategies.

THE THEORY OF MASTERY LEARNING
.

As children progress thigh school, thE discrepancy between the students who per-

form at the higher levels and those who 'perform at the lower levels grows wider and

wider. Figure 1 displays this discrepancy in reading comprehension for studentcsjii a

large metropolitan area (66).

It can be seen that the differences even at age seven are considerable and that by

age twelve the discrepancy between the tenth and ninetieth percentiles is almost five

years! While therpare many reasons offered for the increasing discrepancy between

highest and lowest, most reasons have something to do with the cumulative effect of

, "Summative test -,sum up" a person's progress They are used for grading or certification sFormative tests

are used to make educational de,cisions about a persOn m a more immediate sense These results are used to

guidp ihstruction for the individual
.

'For a comparison of the Keller system with the Bloom system, see Block, J H , Schools, Society, and Mastery

Learning, pp 20.26
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differences in aptitude over the'Course of the school years. Bloom (16) contends that
this need not be the case, and in fact, with appropriate learning conditions, the situa;
tion in Figure 1 could be made to reskmble the hypothetical situation in Figure 2.
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Bloom believes that the situation in Figure 1 is not the inevitable result of individual

differences, but rather is caused by the edutational system.

In Human Characteristics and School Learning (16), Bloom summarizes niuch of the

work that has been done on mastery learning since his "Learn,ng for Mastery"

appeared in 1968 and incorporates the findings in a *lore general theory of school
learning than was presented in ,that paper. He states that: "Most students become

Eery milar with regard to learning ability, rate or learning, and motivation for further

learningwhen provided with favorable learning conditions."

Since it was the mastery learning research that Bic:4m in large part was using as evi-

dence for this statement, an investigation into the theory seems worthwhile.

"The Carroll Model

Perhaps the single most influential work on the development of mastery learning

theory iii"ohn Carroll's 1963 article, "A Model of School Learning" (22)1n the article
'Carroll examines the influences on the learning of a single instructional task by an indi-

o vidual. Carroll postulates that the degree of learning on the task is a function of two

time variablestime spent in learning and time needed for learning (see Figure 3

on page 9).

degree of learning f
time spent

time needed )

f 1

The equation'simply states that if the time spent in learning equals the time needed,

*then learning will be complete. If time spent is less than time needed, then learning

will be incomplete. Carroll says that time needed in learning is influenced by the apti-

tude of the learner, his ability teunderstand, the instruction being presented, and the ,

quality of instruction being presented. Further, Carroll says that the time spent in
learning,is determined by the time allowed for learning (opportunity to learn) and by

the perseverance, of the Jearner. These variables might be displayed in an "influence

diagram" such as Figure 3.

The Concept of Aptitude

The most interesting aspect of this model, and certainly the orpe whfi the most rele-

vance for mastery learning theory, is Carroll's view of aptitude. He Suggests that apti-

tude be thought of as the amount of time needed in learning for an individual when the ,

quality of instruction is optimal for that individual and when he is persevering on the

task. The author notes that aptitude is specific to the task at hand and is subject to two
influences: traits or characteristics of learners that may be genetically determined or'

may be based on "generalized prior 'earnings" and more specific !earnings that are

'relevant to the present taskPCarroll states that even when the quality of instruction is

optimal for all students and wben all students perfectly understand the piesentation of

instruction, there is considerable variance among students with respect to aptitude.

U ing studiet by Glaser (34) and Atkinson (7), Bloom (16), estimates that a student at

t e tenth percentile in aptitude for'a task may tape five or`stx times longer than a stu-

d nt at the ninetieth percentile.
If, however, students could be made to be very similar ith.respect to the specific

pripr !earnings relevant to a task, then the dipences in ti e needed on the task could

be diminished. The degree of diminution would de nd the importance of the spc-.
8
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cific lednings in comparison to the generalized prior ]earnings or 'genetic influences.
This possibility of making students similar is crucial to mastery learning theory. Two
basic tenets of mastery learning theory are:

1. Students can be made very similar whit respect to specic prifig !earnings relevant
to a task.

2. As one progresses through a course, the stronge'st influence on time needed for
new unit is achievement on prior units.

Therefore:if all students master Unit 1 before p ceeding to Unit 2, then the variance'in time needed among srudents'for Unit 2 will b diminished. if this *procedure is fol.-,lowed through the course, then by, say, Unit 10 tuden* would be much more similar
with respect to time heeded to master that unit an they were on the earlier units. At
this point \KOPItistration may be useful.

Consider twb high school introductory algebra courses. Mr. D'aly teaches algebra in °
a traditional fashion. Mr. West uses a mastery learning approach. At the end of-the* two weeks of school, both classes have finished instruction on Unit 1 and a unit

is given covering the essential features of that unit. Both classes jio fairly well on
the-test with about 70 percent of the students in each,class scoring above 85 pet'cent
correct. Mr. Dalytoceeds to Unit 2. Mr. West devotes three extra days of instruction
to Unit 1 with specific homework assignments and peer tutoring designed to bring the
remaining 30 percent of the dais up to an 85 percent correct minimum.

being three days behind). During instruction on Unit 2, however, Mr.. needs to
InStruction on Unit 2 also takes two weeks for each class (with Mr West's 'class

spend some tittle clearing up problems for ctudents who didn't master Unit 1, These
students are at a disadvantage on Unit 2 because it is related to Unit 1. -Also, one or
two other students may'fail to master Unit 2 completely because of instruction moving
too quickly, inattentiveness, absence, and so forth. Mr. Daly's class is beginning to
spread out in achievement, ,but they are covering one unit every two weeks.

Mr. West on the other hand, has a little less trouble with Unit 2 since everyone
learned Unit 1. Still, after the unit test is given, a few extra days may be needed for
review, and Mr. West takes.them.

9



/- At the end often weeks, Mr. Daly has covered five units. The drstribution of achieve-

. dent in his class on these units is depicted in the upper graph of Figure 4: Mr. West
has covered' only four units; his class has fallen a full unit behind. The distfibution of
achievement in his class on those units, however, is depicted in the lower graph of
Figure 4, Additionally, Mr. West has found that he can present instruction initially in
nixie days instead of ten, and that remediation only takes a day or two. Mr. West's stu-
dents, almost all of whom have experienced continued success with algebra, show a
general positive attitude toward the subject.

Low Mt. Daly *Class High

Achievement

0

Low AP West s Class High
AChievernent

40
FIGURE 4

tlyenothetteelegstributions of Achievement. .
after Ten Weeks ."

,1. t

Mr. L)aly's slower students are getting increasinglyirustrated with algebra instruc-
tion and increasingly adept at providing diversions for their classmates during .c114s.
The faster students no longer need two weeks of instruction in order to master a unit
and sometimes find algebra boring. ,. .

War the eitd of the semester, Mr. Daly devotes two weeks" to review of the units
covered up to that point. Since students need help on a variety, of concepts, the review
is necessarily spotty. Mr. *est needs most of'the last two weeks to arrive at the same
unit as Mr. Daly, but he finds very little review necessary. In essence, he spent his
allocated twO weeks of review time throughout the semester, helping students when-
ever necessary. Figure 5 depicts the achievement.of the two classes pier the'course of

the semester: .

This example clearlx portrays the mastery learning apprach in a most favorable
light. The extent to .whieh results such as depicted for Mr. West are actually obtained ,..

will be examined later. Right now, let's look at Mr. West and Mr. Daly with respect to

th,e variableS in the Carroll model. .
First, &ere is the opportunity to learn. If a student needs twelve days of instruction

4 in order to learn a task and is only allowed ten, then learning cannot batomplete for
that student, In mastery learning, instead of fixing the amount of time for a task and
lettfitg the degree of learn* vary, the degree oflearning is fixed and the time is
allowed to vary, In the beginningvf a course, this means that some students will not
progress as fast as they might. otherwise since extra 'time is allocated for slower ..

students. , .
Second, there is the ability to underStand instruction and thiquality of instruction.

'These variables interact and determine the efficiency of instruction' (22). In the
traditional approach, after a few units, some students can no longer understand in-
struction since they have not mastered prior concepts being used as building blocks of
new concepts. One of the goals,of mastery learning ik to insure that students have
mastered prior concepts and are ready for new concepts.

to
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Third, th re is perseverance. Few human beings will persist at anything if they
repeatedly f it at it. In mastery learning, students learn that the teacher will stay with
them and p vide help until they do learn. Students are provided with frequent and
regular succ sses in mastery learning, and they develop positive attitudes toward the
subject, the chool, and.themselves as learners.

Finally, t re is aptitude. Aptitude in this model 'N composed of specific prior learn-
ings, gener ized prior learnings, and genetic factors. In a traditional approach, the
time neede to learn grows increasingly variant among students sincespecific prior

Ilearnings an generalized prior learnings grow more divergent. In mastery learning,
since studs s reach -a predetermined level of mastery before proceeding, they are
kept similar with respect to specific learnings and the time-needed variation is cut
back. Further, the generalized prior !earnings gradually become more similar. Thus,
the time-needed variation is diminished further. How similar students become with re-

- aspect to time needed in learning is a question that has not been resolved.
The foregoing discussion presents the essence of the theory behind mastery learn-

ing. At this point it should be apparent how different Bloom's approach is from indi-
vidualized approaches. In a later section, we will see how much of the theory has been
verified by research findings and in what fields mastery learning works-best.

PROCEDURES FOR IMPLEMENTING MASTE$VAMININR,....
,

It should be noted at the outset of this section that mastery learning is not a curriculum
theory or a theory that specifies what should be taught. It is instead a theory on how to
Manage instruction in a given curriculum.

Implementation of a mastery-learning strategy begins with a specification of the
behavioral objectives o &.a course. Bloom, Hastings, and Madaus (19) providea detailed
discussion of how this might be accomplished. This list of objectives provides a state-
ment of what the course is about. This statement should be specific enough to be the
basis for writing a summative (final) exam.

11
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Once the objectives are written, we turn to the organization of curricular materials
Most published textbook series or sets of instructional materials, are organized into
chapters or units. (Even when materials are prepared by the teacher. they

arehave a kind of chapter or unit organization.) These chapters or units are typically
arranged sequentially, to the extent that they can be, so that learning in the course is a
cumulative process. Each unit must be thordughly analyzed in such fashion that the
important terms, facts, concepts, principles, and so forth, are extracted After this has
been done, a formative test based on this analysts can be constructed for the unit This
procedure alone may be quite beneficial. Teachers often discover that much of hat is
covered in class is not really essential to mastery of the course objectives, hile some
of this content may be related to affective outcomes of instruction, much of it is dis-
carded after such an analysis.

Once the foimative tests have been constructed, instruction can begin Instruction is
initially presented to students in the same fashion that it would be under a nonmastery
approach. At the completion of instruction on the first unit, the first formative test is
given. This test serves two purposes. First, it lets the teacher know how well the class
did in general, what aspects of instruction need to be reviewed with the entire class,
andJ what aspects individual students need to review. Second, it provides the learner
viith feedback'on his individual progress and-needs.

After the administration of the formative test, a review period begins This is some-
what different than under traditional instruction where review typically occurs prior to

, a unit test, In the.review period, students who need help are provided With alternative
learning materials and assistance in mastering aspects of the unit that were not
mastered originally. In high school or college courses, this review can occur outside of
scheduled class time. It might also include assignment of peer tutors. Under mastery
learning procedures, students are encouraged to work on weaknesses in groups. These
groups can be formed,on the basis of similar weaknesses Aso that all can work on the
same aspect of the unit). different weaknesses (so that students can help each other),
or affectivecharatteristics of learners (so that students are grouped with peers with
whom they will work productively). These groups will naturally change from unit to
unit as students have different combinations of needs. The concept of a slow group and
a fast group doesn't exist in mastery-learning.

The number and nature of the groups will vary according to grade and subject mat-
ter. Elementary teachers will probably find it taxing to/rnanage more than tlin-groups.
it is helpful if teachers can individualize the review (68). Also, at the high school and
college levels, :groups may meet outside of class.

When the student believes he has mastered the material that was not learned
he takes an alternate form of the formative test to check for mastery In some

situations, teachers may want to retest only the material with which the student Origi-
nally had difficulty. Later, we will discuss what percent correct on the fortnative teSt is
the most desirable level of mastery. For now, it would be useful to think of about 80 to
90 percent as a desirable level of mastery.

The review period continues until all or almost alistudents have reached a desirable.
level of mastery (perhaps 95 percent). Making a decision as'-to when to stop the review
and begin the next unit is a difficult process. The teacher should consider the f011owing
factors in deciding when to move on:

1. When the class moves to the next unit, students whohave not mastered the unit are
going. to have difficulty with succeeding units Therefore, especially early in a
course, additional time and help for efew will benefit all laterft(as in the example

'If students seem to be totally unable to learn an early unit. perhaps they should nottbe in the course. partici,
tarty at the high school and college level

12



with Mr. West and Mr. Daly). -
2. If the test shows that mastery 'has not been achieved. but informal evaluation (such

as individualized questioning)indicates master) of the required skills, the teacher
should check to make sure that the test itself is a reliable measure.

3. The teacher may also at this point question the need for that particular unit in the
overall scheme of the course If the unit seems less than critical, the teacher may
want to proceed with fewer students at mastery level than usual.

Of fundamental importance. however, is the teacher's sincere and patient attempt to
bring all students to mastery. It is inherent in the theory that if such an attempt is
made. .11 will be successful.

Once he decision to move to the next unit has been made, the process simply begins
again with the next unit Grading is based solely on a summatRe examination given at
the end of the course. The formative tests do not contribute to the final grade. There
are two reasons for this First, this practice eliminates anxiety on the part of the stu-
dents as they approach the formative tests. which helps make the tests a true learning
tool. Second. since all or most students will reach master) sooner or later, counting the
formative test would simply be rewarding the faster students. Grades are assigned in a
criterion-referenced fashion. Anyone scoring over a certain percentage correct on the
final examination gets an ''A." The criterion for setting the "A" level should be what-
ever it would have been under traditional instruction.

The foregethg discussion covers the basic features of implementing master) learn-
ing procedures in the classroom. But before attempting such an implementation. the
authbr reconimends that the implementor read Mastery Learning in Classroom In:
struction (13).

MA Y TESTING AND MASTERY LEARNING

In the i id ividualized systemsfor master) learning as well as in Bloom's strategies. one
area ofliltereu for research and practice is testing for mastery. Master) testing has
become a field unto itself. Unfortunately, like mastery learning, the term mastery
testing has acquired a variety of meanings. We will attempt to provide a general
delineation of the term here as well as an overview of. the area.

Basically. mastery 'testing is a subcategory under the more general heading of crite-
rion-referenced testing. Critenon-referenced'testing is a fairly recent conceptvin test
theory, first appearing-under that nomenclature in 1963 (35). The-underlying concept
of criterion-referenced testing is that a person's performance on a test ought to be
related to (referenced to) a criterion of performance (for example. "drives well enough
to have a license." "can throw a ball over 100 feet." "reads well enough to comm.,
hend a newspaper article") rather than to the achievement of a set of arbitrarilythosen
comparable people taking the same test (for example, "eighty-sixth percentile on the
college boards," an "I.Q. of 116." "below grade level in reading").

The difference between criterion-referenced testing and norm-referenced testing is
not necessarily in the test but in the interpretation of the test results. The emphasis is
on the word referenced Consider, for example, a driver's license examination. If one
norm referenced the results-of a driving test, one could make a statement such as the
following: "John's driving ability is at tilt thirty-sixth percentile of al) men, age 16 to
21." This is useful information for a variety of different purposes. but it does not tell
one whether John should have a license or not. 'Lone criterion referenced the results,
one could say. "John's driving ability is such th t in all likelihood he would not be a
hazard when driving on public thoroughfares. r licensing purposes, that is the in-
formation that isneeded. The point is that the to Id be the same test in both in-

13
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stances. There are, of course, implications for test construction if one approaches con-
struction from a criterion-referenced as opposed to a norm-referenced perspective, but
the essence of the difference is in the interpretation of the results.

Distinguishing Mastery Tests from Other Criterion - Referenced Tests

The notion of cnterion referencing is quite compatible with mastery learning In
mastery learning one is not interested in comparing individuals' test scores One is
concerned with how Well students are performing with respect to the content of the
course (in both group-based and individualized mastery learning) H,owever, the eval-
uation need in mastery learning is a little more specific than simply referring a per-
son's score to various levels of a criterion. The need is to make instructional decisions
about students based upon their scores.

Essentially, the decision revolves around the question, "Has this student mastered
the. content of the unit?" Refined to its implications for testing. the question becomes
"What level of performance on this test will we accept as sufficient evidence of mastery
of the unit?" The evaluation here an integral part of the instructional process The
process could not continue as designed without it. Using the criterion-referenced test
in a formative manner as part of the instructional process is one of the distinguishing
characteristics of a mastery test.

Whether one is testing a single skill or a chapter,of a textbook, the possible out-
comes of the testing situation may be viewed from two perspectives. First. ability an'd
hence,performancejnay be thought of as distributed in some fashion on a. continuum
This might be more easily envisioned under the Bloom-type construction w here stu-
dents have mastered some aspects of a unit and not others It is also possible. how'
ever, to imagine individuals with varying degrees of mastery of a single skill

The second perspective on this issue is that ability is dichotomous with respect to the
test. A person either has a skill or not:'knows" the unit qr doesn't know it. There are
consequences for test evaluation and for the setting of mastery leyels for both per-
spectives.

The term mastery test connotes a high ability in performance on a test, a "master"
of the content. This feature of mastery tests also distinguishes it from the more general
criterion-referenced tests. The rationale behind requiring a high leveLof mastery is
that with the measurement of single skills or concepts. students either have mastered
the skill (and will get all or nearly all items right) or they have not (and will get few
items nght). is high level of performance need not be necessary in master, tests,
but it is a char enstic frequently associated with them.

A final consideration in identifying a criterion-referenced test as a mastery test is
the scope and length of the test. Mastery tests tend to measure a limited number of
concepts. skills, or objectives. Criterion-referenced tests, on the other hand, are as un-
limited in scope and length as norm-referenced tests.

Thus, there are three possible distinguishing characteristics of the subcategory of
mastery tests'

1. Educational use ,of results usually formative
2. Fixed, typically (though not necessarily) high level of acceptable performance, indi-

cating "mastery" of the cdhtent being measured
3. Limited scope and length. often measuring a single skill, concept. or unit in a course

Hone combines these three characteristics, one obtains a test that would provide an
instructor with the basis for deciding whether a student should work more on the
present skill (unit, concept) or proceed to the next. That is what mastery tests are
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*Research' on Mastery Testing

Mastery tests are by nature criterion-referenced tests~ and much of the research on
criterion-referenced testing is also applicable to mastery testing. The research in this
area focuses` on three particular aspects:

1. Construction of mastery tests
2. Evaluation of the tests. (in terms of validity and reliability),
3. Setting of peiformance levels acceptable for establishing "mastery"

Construction of Mastery Tests

Of the three aspects of mastery testing mentioned above, perhaps the one that is least
well-defined by researchers is the construction ot mastery tests. The difficulty arises in
trying to establish procedures that tre generalizable. Thesmost thorough discussion of
procedures for construction is the Handbook on Formative and Summative Evaluation
of Student Learning (19). Bloom approaches the constriction of mastery tests ("forma-
tive tests" in his terminology) from an analysis of the unitof instruction. Bloom recom-
mends the construction of a "table of specifications" of the unit from which the
mastery test can be developed. All topics in thie\table should be represented by items
in the test. The table should contain only those aspects of the unit which are important
for later learning in the course. Airasian (3) and Bosshart (20) hive investigated the
use of this procedure and have foimd that there are viriing degrees bf success with it.

Other work in this area by Reichman and Oosterhof (61), Emrick (29), and Hamble-
ton (37) has typically involved test construction related to a single skill or objective. In
the construction of tests of this type, precision in the specification of the objective
being tested is directly related to the ease and clarity with which the items can be
written. For a general discussion of this type of procedure, see Mayo (52).

Evaluation of Mastery Teats and Setting of Mastery Levels

The evaluation of mastery tests' (and, more generally, criterion-referenced tests) has
spawned an entirely new area of psychoMetrics. There are several problems en-
cluntered in evaluation of criterion-referenced testing that are not encountered in
norm-referenced testing. These problems stem fr.m differences in the theories under-
lying the two approaches. In norm-referenced testing, of particular interest are the dif-
ferences among individuals with respect to the content being measured. Differences
are assumed to exist, and to exist in a particular fashion (usually normally distributed).
Thus, the test can be evaluated in terms of how well these differences are captured by
the test. Items can be assessed by the degree to which they provide a basis for discrim-
inating among individuals.

In criterion-referenced testing, the interest is no longer in making comparisons
among individuals. Hence, much of what is important in norm-referenced testing is
irrelevant to criterion-referenced testing (and thus te4astery testing). .112

Assumptions about the distribution of ability with respect to the ctintent being mea-
sured are more difficult to make in criterion-referenced testing. Whit is of importance
in criterion-referenced testing is the proper classification, of individuals into mastery or
nonmastery categories. This brings us to die third area of research on 'mastery testing:
the determination of cut-off or mastery scores.

Research in these two areas (evaluation and determination of cut-off scores) has
grown considerably over the lvt five to ten years. The iuggestionsmade for this evalu-

0,
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ation and determination generally fall under one of three categories:

1. Approximations to existing test models. Research in this area involves using either
classical test t eory approaches (8. 25, 31) or item characteristic curve models (36).*-

2. Development f new approaches and indices of reliability and validity: Most of the
research in c terion referenced testing is concerned with the development of new

approaches t estimating reliability and validity. These usually involve the de-
velopment of new index of reliability (30, 41, 58, 63, 70) or a procedure for esti-
mating the p oportion of correct classifications into mastery and nonmastery cate-

' gories (1, 29 39, 49. 55,1169). .
3. Nontechnical approaches. Some researchers have approached the problem from a

perspective ther than technical. Ebel (28) suggested that cut-off scores be deter-
mined from j dges' ratings of item difficulty and relevance. Cra'mbert (24) suggested

that careful ttention to test development standards is essential to assurance of
validity in c tenon- referenced testing. Block (12) recommends that the establish-
ment of a cu -off score be related to the use of that score in the educatial process.
He suggest that the affective consequences of testing should be tiliinsidered in
setting cut- ff scores. His research showed that varying the cut-off !ewe! affected

. both the co nitive and affective growth of students with respect to the subject. For a

. thorough r view of many of the approaches presented here and others, see
Meskausk s (54).

Cut-off sc es for mastery tests are often in the range of 80 percent to 100 percent

correct.
The posit n taken here is that it is necessary to evalliate the test in terms of its rela-

tionship to e instructional process in order to determine a cut-off score. The goal is
,

to find a inimal 'score necessary to insure success on later units. This score will
depend upon how important the content of the unit is and how well that content is
represented by the test. It may be that the content of the unit is difficult to measure

With the available measurement techniques. it may also be t the unit is not really
critical to later learning but desirable if attainable. The possibilities should beson-
sidered in determining a cut-off score. Thus, if one bined Ebel's notion of assess-
ing the difficulty of the items and their releva to the instructional process with
Block's concern for the affective consequences ,the testing procedure, one should be
able to determine a reasonable level of m ery for the mastery test. It is clear that
with these concerns, one will establish d' erent levels for different tests.

It should be noted thatsetting mastery t-off levels is not a simple procedure and
that the methods m(otioned under calego s 1 and 2 above are not realistic for the

classroom teacher.
Before leaving the topic of mastery testing, it should be pointed out that test items

almost always measure ,skills in addition to the skill Under consideration. This idea is
similar to Ebel's concept of difficulty and relevance, but the focus is on what else the
student has to do in order to respond correctly even if he has the desired skill. For ex-
ample, reading is involved in most items, even though the skill in question may be
unrelated to reading. The additional skills necessary to respond successfully to an' item

above and beyond the skill in question might be thought of as "item baggage." When
the test constructor is determining a cut-off score for a mastery test, he should always

'consider the ease with which a student can arrive at the wrong answer while Possess-
ing the skill okinterest. It may be that the amount of item baggage is greater than

.

*Classical models'and item characteristic Curve models were develciped for norm-referenced testing it is riot

necessary here. to explain them. it is only wortH noting that both models operate under assumptions that in

respects are not applicable to cntenon-referenced testing.
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appears to the test constructor. A clinical evathation of the test with students whose
ability on the skill has bein unambiguously determined a priori is recommended as a
method of assessing item'baggage. The amount of this undesirable entity on a test
should be a consideration in determining a cut-off score. Stating a sing percent cor-
rect for tests measuring different skills is very likely an unproductive e deavor. Since
the difficulties of items do not always solely reflect difficulty inherent in skill being
tested, universal cut-off scores are rarely appropriate.

Setting cut-off scores requires teachers to make subjective decisions. It i a difficult
process and an imporAt one to classroOm learning under mastery learning nditions
(group or individualized).

RESEARCH ON MASTERY LEARNING

The research on mastery learning is usually based on one of two questions: Does it
work? or What makes it work? We will look at both approaches here. The purpose of
this section not to provide an exhaustive review of the literature in mastery learning
theory. For such a review, the reader is referred to Block and Burns (14). The purpose
here is to look at selected literature that details some of the areas in which mastery
learning has been tried and examine research that asks why it works and how'it might
be improved.,

Successful and Unsuccessful Mastery LearnIng,Programs

The claims made for mastery learning are far from modest. Keller's (46) seminal work
is rather brazenly entitled "Goodbye Teacher.. ," and Bloom suggests that 90 per-
cent of all students can learn at levels presently reserved for the top 10 percent. But
claims are not results. In this section we will look at the results that have accumulated
thus far. Once again, the focus is on the group-based mastery learning strategies.

Essentially, the research shows that successes have been found in a, variety of
subjects at a variety of age levels. Bloom (16) cites several studies in Which mastery
learning groups were compared to control groups:

.01. Lee, et (50) found that in Koremfifth and sixth grade students performed at a
much higher level in arithmetic and science under mastery learning conditions than
under control (more traditional) conditions. This study was carried out with a very
large sample across a number of schools.

2. Fillet (59) also reports positive results in a mastery as compared to a control experi-
ment in French as a foreign language with high school freshmen.

3. Kersh (47) in a study on fifth grade math and Jones, et a/. (44), in a study on junior
college business, economics, and biology courses also found mastery conditions to
be superior to control conditions.

Block and Burns (14) report studies using a variety of experimental designs:
f. Anderson (4) and Block (11, 12), in courses in matrix algebra at the eighth grade and

college levels, found mastery strategies superior to controls.
_2. Wentling ('J1) found mastery groups superior to control groups in a high'school auto

mechanics course.
3. Fiel and Okey (32), in a study of a one-week coupe in graphs at the eighth grade

level, report mastery groups performed better that groups under control conditions.

Studies showing differences in favor of mastery learning haveteen ane on rollege-
level courses in educational psychology (33, 38), statistics (53), test theory (2), and/
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algebra and English (64), .At the elementary level, in fourth through seventh grade
math, Collins (23) found niastery teaming superior, and in an elementary level
geometry study, Burrows and Okey (21) found low-ap tude fourth grade pupils in a
mastery leirnIng classroom performing as well as hi h-aptitude fifth graders under
more traditional instruction.°

While all of these studies report findings in fav of mastery learning (at varying
levels of significance), only the Burrows and Okey s dy really show the magnitude of+
gains suggested by the.theory. On the negative side, axis (27) reports no significant 6
difterencvs between a mastery and control group in a c liege freshman English course,
and Myers (56) reports similar results in a course in college geography. Furthermore, it
is very likely that other studies of unsuccessful programs have not been published or
presented. One may feel that the final tally is that many studies show success, but

leads to a someiv more
rarely to the levels predicted, and some show no success at all. However,
of the results with an eye toward mastery' learning theory
clear-cut picture. . 1

Most of the subject areas in which mastery learning has been successful hate some
common characteristics. Typically, they are subjects in which there is a pnatural
sequential ordering of the units (such subjects as math, science, and forei n lan-
guage), One does not see a number of successes in subjects such as English, mposi-
tion, social studies, literature, reading, and so forth. These are areas in which e con-
tent doei not lend itself as well to a sequential ordering. Furthermore, co ses for
which mastery strategies work best typically involve students who have e basic
cognitive prerequisites for the course, but little or no prior knowledge,uf ubject
matter. This brings.us to the second area of researchinvestigation into what akes
mastery learning work.

ithat,.., Mastery Learning Work? ')6;
--- %,

:There is a fairly substantial body of literature on mastery learning that does- not ask

Does it work?, but rather addresses somewhat more refined questions such as:

1. Under what conditions does mastery learning work best?
2. What variables might affect outcomes under mastery strategies)

,

3. What changes occur in students and teachers when they work with. Mastery

learning?

"As mentioned above, mastery strategies have proven to work best ith courses that
are sequential in nature, with students who have the cognitive hist to do well),and
with all students starting on fairly equal footing. This natural! suggests courses in
mathematics, science, foreign larrMpe, and training courses. According to Bloom
(17), these courses might be thougWf as rnphasizing "convergent" thinking. Block
and Burns (14), 'however, report positive findings in areas where more "divergent"
Thinking is required (historiography, geography, and so forth). Additionally, research
in elementary reading instruction has been most encouraging (45, 67, 0).

So, while it is clear that sequentially ordered courses involving convergent thinking
have enjoyed the greatest success under mastery learning conditions, it appears that
courses that do not meet those specifications might also benefit from mastery learning
strategies. In order to get a feeling for why mastery learning strategies might work for

urses other than the "sequential/convergent" ones, we need to look at the variables
that affect the successof mastery learning strategies.

Probably the single most important factor contributing to mastery learning successes
is the requirement that all students master prior units before moving on to more cliffi-

',
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cult ones. This is the hallmark of both the Keller individualized system and the group-based strategies. This procedure ensures that students are not working on materialstoo difficult to be mastered by them at that time. Block and Burns (14) emphasize theimportance of requiring unit mastery and cite several studies that support this posi-tionfor example. Anderson (4). Block (12), and Johnston and O'Neill (42).Requiring unit mastery probably affects' outcomes in more ways than simply ensur-ing that students are always working on materials at an appropriate difficultly level.Under this requirement. students are continually experiencing success in the course.This has an affective impact on students in addition to a cognitive one In-an attempt tofind an aptitude treatment inter action between locus of control* and mastery 'learning.Reynolds-and Gentile (62) found that "subjects overwhelmingly preferred-the masterylearning prOcedures to traditional procedures." This is not surprising; people like tosucceed. Studies by Levin (51). Ozcelikr(57). Arlin (6). and Lee et al. (50) all show morepositive attitudes under mastery conditions. This change toward more positive atti-tudes is not limited to the sequential/convergent subjects; it generalizesto any_subjectin which continued success can be experienced. ,

Katims (45) speculates that the primacy reason that success has been found withmastery learning strategies in reading is that the strategies providea framework forhigh quality instruction. He states:
The stability provided by the regularity of ite fof t ( teach-practice-test-remediate)c
allows students to encounter written language in differept. form s (sentences; para.graphs. stories, poems. etc.) and successfully master*a wide vAriety of languageskills (e.g. making syllables, using a dictionary. idenlifying the mairtitlea). Further-more, with the extensive practice and testing provided by the model, both iheteacher and the student are able to see the stuctent. acquire new skills. This gives' -confidence to both:Thus. the program is bAsed on .the premise ,that the masterylearning model can work in reading, by01) providing verbal,experience to studentsin a variety of ways, and in proportion to their need, and 2) by allowing bothteachers and students to reap the affective benefits of regular success 'experiences.

Thus, there are three variables that-might contribUte to the success of a masterylearning strategy

1. ReqUirement of unit mastery: This is probably the most important variablercer-tainly for the sequential/convergent courses. .ft is also impoitant for other courses,for certainly'in almost any course, there is-an accumulation of knowledge and skills.that aid in learning new skills; arid some convergent thinking is required in almostall courses.
2. Affective benefits of instruction: As students succeed, their self-confidence in-creases, their attitude toward the subject improves ?4144. interest in it increases,and their willingness to persevere in the next units increases.
3. Quality of instruction: The management of instruction (teach-practice-evaluate-

remediate)the notion of students working together in groups on problems, andthe idea of studen iseing informed of what and how,they are to learn and how wellthey are progressi4_,combine to form a high level of instructional quality thatwguld probably benefit students even without the aid of 1 and 2 above.
We have looked at the situations under which mastery learning works best andvariables that might affect outcomes under mastery learning strategies. Now let uslook at changes in students and teachers that occur under mastery strategies. Here we

Locus of control is a psychological concept that concerns whether people feel that they are In control of theirlives or are subject to external influeixces
1St
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will consider findings that are critical of mastery learning as well as ones that are

supportive.
"'¢

Bloom (16) contends that mastery learning 'strategies improve the student's attitude

toward the subject and the school, and improve his or her self-concept as a learner.

Block and Burns (14) report a numbet40 studies showing general positive changes in

students after mastery instruction. Katims vry01. (45) report enthusiasit among ele-

mentary school teachers using mastery learning'in reading instruction.

There are. however, some negative finclihs and some general negative contentions

in the literature. Block and Tierney (15) found mastery learning groups less interested

in the subject matter after instruction, and Poggio et al. (60) found mastery learning

students showing significantly greater anxiety about the final exam than' students

under control conditions. Both sets of authors are mastery learning proponents.

The strongest and most consistent attack upon g p-based mastery learning is

centered on what happens with,the faster students. antics of mastery learning such as

Skaalvik (65) and Jones (43) contend that mastery earning retards the progress of the

high aptitude student by cqntinually requiring th t he wait for-his slower clas.smateS.

(In the PSI method, since students work individ fty, this criticism is not applicable.)

This criticism is one that mastery learning proponents need to address. The debate,

however,is one not only for educational resea , but also for educational philosophy,

and it will be addressed in more detail in e next section.

To summarize the research presented n this section, mastery learning has been

found to work-well in sequential/converge t courses, butsnot as well as the theory pre-

dict's. 9.trther, some courses that are not se . ergent hay.e had success with

mastery learning also. There seem to be several complementary reasons for -the

success of mastery learning, and the research suggests a variety of payoffs for stu-

dents and teachers. Critics point out. however, that mastery learning penalizes

brighter students.

COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS

What has been attempted in this paper is a presentation of mastery learning theory: its

theoretical underpinnings, operational
procedures.-testng considerations, and the re-,

search conducted on the theory. The ,presentation is admittedly somewhat biased in

favor of Bloom's strategies. for two reasons. First. the author is a proponent of mastery

learning. Second, it is easier and perhaps more reasonable to present an idea from the

perspective of a 6roponent. Before closing the presenation, it is necessary to examine

the cilticism of mastery learning theory. We will address that criticism in this section.

Following that discussion, some thoughts about wherf mastery learning might be

headed will conclude this effort.

Criticisms of Mastery Learning Theory

In order to present the criticism of mastery learning theory. it is necessary once again

to separate Bloom's ideas from Keller's ideas. But first, it should be rioted that one

criticism is common to both. That criticism is that the unit-to-unit mastery system only

works with simplistic training-type courses. While it is probably the case that both the

Bloom strategies and PSI would work well in such courses, the successes found for

both systems range far beyond this type of course. it is true, however, that neither

mastery learning strategy has been used widely imcourses other than the sequential/
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convergent type described earliet. Whether either strategy will be shown successful
with less sequential, more divergent courses is a matter for speculation (and r search).

he strongest criticism of masterey learning is focused on Bloom's strateg,i s and not
eller's. This criticism is that group-based mastery learning insttuction retards the

growth of brighter students. When extra time is*devoted to reniediation of slower stu-
dentsjaster students are forced to sit academically idle waiting for others to catch up.
This is a criticism that cannot be dismissed lightly. In orderfo address this issue, It is
hecessary to look at the educational plulosophyd. of mastery learning.

Mastery learning theory begins with the contention that group instruction is not
about to vanish from Western civilization. Group instruction is not as desirable as
tutorial instruction, and no one is claiming that it ever w ill be. Given that it won't go
away and that some sacrifices hate to be made, mastery learning theory 'provides a
framework which purports to minimize the sacrifices that any skident will have to
make. This is the standard against which mastery learning should be evaltiated.

A basic position of mastery learning is that a course consists of a body of knowledge
and skills and that the students in a courseare essentially capable of learning.the con-
tent,of the course. If students are not capable of learning the course content, then they
should not be in the Mine. ,..

An optimal instructional strategy Mould be to provide each student with a, skilled
tutor who could take the student through the course. Unfortunately, few educational
institutions have the means to provide a tutorial setting. Therefore, it is necessary to
approximate that kind of setting as closely as possible.

Traditionally, the approximation has involved presenting instruction to students at a
pace at which the average student (roughly speaking) can learn the material. This
creates some degree of boredom after a while for the faster students and quires
slower students to work harder tol keep up. _

PSI and other individualized systems recommend that the approximation to the
tutorial setting should consist of letting the instructional materials be the tutor and
having the student progress through them at his own pace. This works well for stu-
dents who are motivated to work individually, but students at all levels of ability may
not be motivated toward self-instruction. Also, this method places a heavy burden on

r.nstructional materials and the leacher wink has to manage the activities.
Group-based mastery learning suggests approximating the tutorial setting by pre-

senting instruction initially in the traditional fashion, thenoremediating weaknesses
through individualized assistance from the teacher and peer tutors. This may be of
great assistance to slower students, but faster students would seem to be held back
even more than under traditional instruction.

Proponents of group-based mastery learning claim that faster students are only he*.
back in the beginning of instruction, and that after several units, mastery classes pro-
cepd through units at a faster rate than traditional instruction. In fact, in none of the
research reviewed for this article w as it found that faster students in particular learned
less in mastery than nonmastery settings. The point is this. It is true that faster stu-
dents cannot progress as fast as they might if they received tutorial help or if instruc-
tion was presented to the whole class at an optimal rate for the faster students, but it is
contended that over the length of a course, they proceed faster than under riOnmastery
conditions.

-Of course, proponents of PSI would contend that under PSI students can progress as
quickly as they are able. That is probably true for students who work well under PSI or
other individualized methods. The problem here is that many people do not learn well
wider those conditions. .

It becomes clear that there are inherent philosophical differences among the three
instructional stragies. To simplify these differences for purposes pf comparison:,
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1. The philosophy behind PSI is that education should allow and encourage each st
dent to learn as much as he can.

2. The philosophy behind the more traditional strategies is that education should
vide opportunities for those who arewilling and able to make use of them.

3. The Rhilosophy behind Bloom's strategies is that education should ensure that all
students learn those things society determines are important for them to learn.

Inherent in the PSI and traditional approaches is the notion that aptitude is fixed and
that educators' should accept differences in aptitude among individuals. Inherent in
group-based mastery learningtis the notion that the differences in aptitude among
individuals are a result of our educational and societal system and that individuals can
be made to be much more similar with respect to aptitude.

So, does group-based Mastery learning hold faster students back? The answer from
the critics remains Yes. The answer from mastery learning proponents stresses two
points: (1) students are held back to an extent that is unavoidable given that educa-
tional resources do not allow tutors, and (2) slow students are a creation of our present
instructional system and would not exist to the extent that they do if we modified that

, system.

The Future of Mastery, Learning
./

Group-based mastery learning theory is at a fairly critical point. It is past its infancy
and entering into an awkward adolescence. Part of the problem has to do with confu-
sion,aliout the meaning of the term. It is hoped that the real and important differences
between Bloom's strategies and Keller's have been made clear here.
-- Part of the problem has fo do with resistance fo change. American education is an
autonomous 4deavor down to the level of the classroom teacher.* The implementa-
tion of any edUcational change is made more difficult by this autonomy (which is
benificial in many Other respects).

Also, part of the problem is that the philosophyoErnastery learning is in conflict with

the philosophy of some serious and thoughtful educators. Th debate, however, rarely
reaches the philosophical level; it typically remains mired at t e What about thefaster
students? level.

The future of mastery learning is still questiOnable. If' fesearch continues to show
positive results, and if those results can start to approximate the levels claimed by the
theory, then implementation sVoufd seem to be inevitable. If, on the other hand,
mastery learning proves useful only in training courses and the like, then its imple-
mentation will surely and rightly be limited to those areas.

It is the belief of the author that masterylearning is the best al%Wer available to the
problems of group instruction for at least a variety of instructional areas if not all, and
that the research will continue to support this View, Further, it is believed that mastery
learningis not inconsistent with the view that we need exceptional individuals in order
to sustain our society. Mastery learning is a theory on how to provide instruction to
people in classroom settings. It assumes that their reason for being in a classroom is to
learn a body of knowledge and skills. It takes the philosophical position that if all of the
people are reasonably prepared to learn the course, then the charge of the educator is
to teach the course to all of them. Not all instruction should take place in classroom
settings with grdttps of people,, and not all individuals should learn the same things.

**Down is used here only in a hierarchical sense It is not meant to imply that teachers are in any perjorative

' sense at the bottom of the educational system
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Howevedivirull should.be.earearked for failure at the 1:1eginning of an educa .
tional endeavor.

A Final Word

Mastery learning theory is not etched in stone, Research is still being conducted that
may britig about modifications of the strategies (40)7To those whose intenest may have
been stimulated by this discussion, it is recommended that they look at the literature
mentioned here and become involved in the research.
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